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Lesson: Evaluating Sources 
Module: Research Strategies 

Step 1: Give Your Source a Three-Point Inspection

Step 2: Interrogate Your Source

Who is the author?  What are his or her interests? 

What conclusions does the source present?  Do these
conclusions seem valid?

What would a serious skeptic say to this source?

Does the source exhibit a personal bias or seem invested in putting 
forth certain results?

How was the study conducted and/or the data collected? 

Does the source exhibit a personal bias or seem invested in putting 
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1. Does it make good use 
of  other sources?

2. Does it contain any biased 
or prejudiced statements?

3. Where did 
you locate the source?



Step 3: Choose a Balanced Diet of  Sources

Academic Journals: highly reliable sources; 
peer reviewed; quality ensured

Professional Journals: fairly reliable; 
some bias in favor of  specific professions

Newspapers: fairly reliable; accuracy 
limited by deadlines; bias towards 

what sells papers

Magazines: questionable 
reliability; focus on 
sales not substance

Use with caution

Individuals: 
Websites 

or 
Interviews

Use Generously

Use Often Alongside Academic Journals

Use if  Content is Supported by other Sources

Use Only if  Content is Supported

Dangerous Double-Dipping?
By Dr. Chippy McCrunch

Read through the short sample blurb below and evaluate this source using what you have learned in this handout.  
Would you use this source?  Not user this source?  Only use this source if it were validated by other sources?  
Explain or think through the reasoning for your decision.

Applying What You’ve Learned:
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In my study on the health rami�cations of double dipping I tested the bacteria levels of four bowls of chips 
before any use, after a single dip, and after a double dip.  I determined that double dipping is dangerous enough 
that if you have an infection or are feeling susceptible, you should avoid double dipping.  Just scoop once and 
�nish o� each chip. 

Source: www.chiplovers.com


